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ceracche Donates- Doll&rs 
For Stadium; Television 
by Corey Taylor 
Faclilfceontinues 
Union Discussions 
Anthony Ceracche, the former 
owner of the Ceracche Television 
Corp., has donated close to 
$400,000 ot Ithaca College. 
The grant has "primarily been 
earmarked for stadium develop-
ment by Ceracche," according to 
Athletic Director Chuck Kerr. 
Part of the money will be used 
for television improvements , at 
WICB. Ceracche has recently 
donated equipment for construc-
tion of an additional studio and 
improvements. 
Joe Minogue, IC D1rector of 
Research and Development, not-
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ed that the grant will be used ; by Karen Stuhldreher 
for,"athletic facilities, scholar- J ·~· •· \ / -•. 
ships and excellence in communi· 1· I The faculty continued discus-
cation awards." Minogue added -: f,. gij .c-··-.~1• sion on the need for collective 
that, "Charlie McCord has been ~ . : ~ bargaining at a meeting Monday 
working on the project since the . .i ·.. -~ night concerning the NYSUT-
fall. McCord, the Vice President f .,· t - · · AFT (New York State United 
for· College Relations, was de- -!"- 1: Teachers-American Federation 
tained by the bad weather in · _:;;,.., of teachers). The other union 
New York and was unavailable . ,If \ , which is being considered by 
for comment. faculty members is the AAUP 
Improvements in sports facili- ti · · (American Association of Uni-
ties will include the addition of an .. _. versity Professors). Faculty 
all-weather track and related _ :-- i.:.·· members supporting the NYS-
facilities, and construction of UT-AFT are in agreement with 
additional stands on the north Chuck Kerr those supporting the AAUP that 
side of South Hill Field which will Kerr said, "We hope to have the emphasis is on gaining some 
include press facilities with tele- the visiting scouts in the reversi- kind of collective bargaining 
vision broadcast capabilities. ble small pressbox on the ~new rather than having individual 
The new steel stands will be stands." The reservable denotes contracts, which forces faculty 
supported by a field house to be the possible construction of the members to look our for only 
constructed above the fine arts press facility for mult-purpose themselves as individuals and 
building next to Freeman Field. use with baseball. not as an organization. The 
The new field house will include Current plans call for .athletic professors supporting NYSUT-
athletic dressing areas; coaches' officials to meet with Physical AFT are engaged in what politics 
dressing areas and a small Plant on the placement of professor Harvey Fireside calls, 
taping/training room. The facili- facilities for field event facilities "friendly competition" with those 
ty will be used by the JV and for track and field meets. The supporting the AAUP as to 
varsity footballers, both lacrosse high jump, long jump, and pole which union can better offer the 
I squads and the varsity baseball vault will take place on the faculty what it needs in terms of 
•' teem. Equipment storage space football field, where the track collective bargaining. However, 
Charles McCord will be included in the building. will be situated. the goals of both the AAUP 
..., _____________________________________ supporters and the NYSUT- FT 
Task Force R d Ch supporters are the same. ecommen s angeSProfessor Charles Snyder of the 
. Speech Pathology department, 
by Bette Ann Sacks 
necessary and vital concomitant 
The Task Force report is a to all major decision-making, and 
series of recommendations con- have on that basis chosen to 
cerning academic organization at include it as a descrete portion" 
ithaca College. According to of the report. 
Presider c Whalen, "They are Advising should be improv-
recommenations formulated af- ed instituting a reward system 
ter intensive study, data gather- for faculty and not requiring all 
ing and evaluation and, in my faculty to be advisors. "Specifi-
view, are quite important re- cally, advising should become a 
commendations. However, the consideration for merit pay, 
transformation of any of these promotion and tenure. Second, 
recommendations into action or we recommend that further 
policy will occur only after full consideration be given to the 
discussions on the campus and notion that not all faculty should 
formal action by the Board of advise, since some are clearly 
Trustees." better equipped or inclined to do 
The following list is a so than others." 
summary of the Task Force To change summer orienta-
recommendations that were tak- tion to present an academic 
en from the original Task Force rather than a party atmosphere. 
report and also a recommenda- . To terminate CIIS. 
tion summary sheet: To create a division of 
To establish college-wide pro-
ficiency levels in writing and 
reading, "Given the climate and 
conditions affecting the College, 
the Task Force believes that we 
must adapt creatively and with 
commitment to the changing 
needs of our student body." 
To dissolve the School of 
Allied Health Professions. The 
Allied Health Professions is not a 
cohesive unit in the same sense 
as other existing schools." 
To terminate position of 
Assistant Dean of Humanities 
and Sciences. 
who is in support of AAUP, 
emphasized that the goals of both 
the AAUP and NYSUT-AFT are 
to have more input into decisions 
concerning the quality of educa-
tion at IC. Snyder stated that 
the AAUP and NYSUT-AFT 
supporters are "more together 
than apart." 
Professor Fireside said that 
while the NYSUT-AFT is more 
expensive, it is a better product 
because it "can draw on profes-
sional legal services at any time 
and get help in contract negotia-
tions and arbitration of grievan-
ces through a system of regional 
offices." Fireside added that the 
strength of NYSUT-AFT is 
approximately nine times great-
er than the strength of AA UP in 
New York in terms of member-
ship. The AAUP has its 
headquarters in Washington, -
D.C.,and has one New York 
State office. NYSUT-AFT has a 
system of regional offices in New 
YOrk. 
According to Fireside the 
difference between the AAUP 
and NYSUT-AFT in terms of 
legal assistance for individual 
grievances is that because the 
NYSUT-AFT has dues of ap-
proximately $100, it provides a 
comprehensive legal assistance 
program so that faculty members 
are insured of having a lawyer, 
whereas the AAUP which has 
dues of approximately $25, hires 
an attorney if requested for 
individual grievances. 
Regarding tenure policy and 
curriculum decisions, Fireside 
said that these are considered as 
part of the conditions of employ-
ment which the National Rela-
tions Board has determined 
along with wages, are argueable 
issues. According to Fireside, 
because the faculty "does not 
want to be excluded in major 
decisions regarding cirriculum 
and entrenchment policies of the 
school," they will request regular 
input in these areas to be written 
into a contract. 
At Monday night's meeting the 
faculty in support of the NYSUT-
AFT committed themselves to 
take any legal angle that can be 
pursued to keep the parttime 
faculty from being excluded. 
Presently 107 parttime IC facul-
ty members are being disenfran-
chised from collective bargaining 
wilth both the' AAUP and 
NYSUT-AFT. These 107faculty 
members include the entire 
writing and art history depart-
ments. 
Professor Fireside and Profes-
sor Snyder both agree that the 
faculty has common interests 
with the students. They also 
agree that the major concern is 
the quality of education at Ithaca 
College, and not wage increase 
that would increase tuition costs. 
According to Professor Fireside, 
four private schools with NYSUT 
have not had to raise tutition.' 
To gradually decrease the Planned and Direct Studies and a 
students admitted. "Given our division of Education. 
present admissions situation (in- To establish positions of 
creased admittances and de- Associate Provost and director of 
creased student academic qual- Graduate Studies. 
The School of Management 
Professions will replace the 
School of Business Administra-
tion, and incorporate Health 
Administration, and Medical Re-
cords. ':.'Given the dissolution of 
the School of Allied Health 
Professions, it is believed thaty 
the two programs added will 
benefit from this alignment and 
that the new School of Manage-
ment Professions will gain in 
breadth and stature. The 
Women's Group Starts 
ity), future projections of de- To expand the Applied 
mand, the limited practicality of Writing program and reading 
more diverse clienteles, the program. 
general economic environment To create a Focus Study 
and changing attitudes toward which will focus on elective 
traditional baccalaureate pro - course works to supplement the 
grams, we are inclined to believe major field of study. "Specifi-
that a stronger, more versatile, cally, it would increase the 
future-oriented institution must 'marketability' of their (upper-
be a somewhat smaller one." class students with departmental 
To create an office of Insti- majors) undergraduate degree 
tutional Research and Planning. by lending a particular direction 
An office of Institutional Re- to elective course work in 
search and Planning exists and non-major areas." 
by Karen Stuhldreher 
Faculty, courses and resources of _ A feminist group called Action 
the added programs in Adminis- and Advocacy for Women -
tration of Health Services and (AA W) has recently been estab-
Medical Records Admiriistration lished at Ithaca College. The 
will be transferred to the School group's overall objective i~ to 
of Management Professions." make the IC faculty aware that 
The term Management Profes- students will not stand for 
sions substitutes the term Bus- implicit or explicit sexism in the 
iness Administration. " .. .in or- classroom. The group's first goal 
der to provide a broader classifi- is to bring a women historian ito 
cation that more adequately the history department to teach 
reflects the programs this school the history of the women's 
subsumes." struggle. The AAW surther 
intends to bring women profes-
sors into departments which 
presently have openings, such as 
the philosophy, sociology, and 
math departments in order to 
eventually develop a core of 
courses for a women's studies 
program. The AA W will exam-
ine what is and what is not being 
taught about women in all 
departmental cirriculums and 
will present their findings to the 
faculty in order to increase 
awareness concerning the possi-
continued on page 4 has studied such aspects of To phase out General Stud-
college life as "course·enroument ies major over the next ·three SilverrnanSle Res·agn Teach·ing Posts 
patterns within and among the years .. "It is our opinion that the 9 
College's academic units and original intent of general studies · 
programs, faculty characteristics can be served through the After eight years of teaching Dierdre replied, "The interest of 
by departments and divisions, Planned Studies program and in the sociology department at students and depOartment mem-
enrollment and retention pat- that General Studies as it is thaca College, Mark and Dierdre hers shifted in ways ours didn't, 
terns by program, teaching loads presently designed represents a Silverman have resigned. This our interests are more towards 
and. credit hours generated." weakness in the overall academic brings the total number of theoretical as opposed to applied 
The Task Force recognized the· program c,f the College." teachers leaving this dept., At sociology." 
necessity and importance for Division of Direct Studies the end of spring term to five. The Silvermans do not plan 
· such· an .'office and submitted will handle all undeclared majors When asked if their leaving to stay in the Ithaca area next 
."that the functio~ of college-wide and persons in between majors. was sparked by the other per- year. Mark plans to return to 
· ., re~~~ .- !111~\ ;:P~~-" i,s '. ·.it:~\•:_._.;:.:, , , , , . . ,, ~ 1 , , i , 1 1 1 1 , 1 , ~oµ,n~~ ~~a,ngfl~ ~ithi_,;i_ .the OflP~:•:, . ~t;k, . ~n, , ~i~, fhP. , i.n .. cJi.!1\c11! , 
psychology. Dierdre may either 
continue to research in some area 
of sociology or he may pursue a 
business opportunity. 
When asked for a closing 
thought, the two jointly replied, 
"The theme of change is not 
always smooth ... It's a matter of 
adjusting and reconstituting ... -
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ITHACAN RESPONDS INQUIRER 
Photos b~ Gail Lahm 
Question: Do you feel the faculty 
should be unionized? 
-This weeks question 
was asked only to 
Administrators 
The ITHACAN has recently been 
receiving a slew of complaint letters 
about the newspaper, typified by the 
Jeffrey Bradley letter to the editor in 
today's paper. We would wholeheartedly 
like to make clear that without a full 
understanding of the internal workings 
and external pressures affecting weekly 
production of the ITHACAN, a definitive 
statement on its shortcomings cannot be 
formulated. 
To say that "to limit the paper to just 
campus news makes the newspaper 
boring," (in reference to the Bradley 
letter) is to say that the campus itself is 
boring. It is not the\ job of a college 
~' [Lffi~~ati, • 
your job, Jeffrey. Our job is to report the 
news as fully and clearly as possible. The 
ITHACAN is unique because it is the only 
newspaper iri the world that limits its 
appeal to the Ithaca College community 
and we intend to stay that way. An IC 
student can get national news from an 
infinite number of sources while the same 
student can get campus news from only 
one-the 1THACAN. Try reading the New 
York 1¥mes, Jeffrey. . 
The staff of this paper is and always has 
been open to all opinions and suggestions 
from the IC community at large and not 
just students, Jeffrey. Constructive 
criticism is always welcome. Criticism 
just for the sake of criticism is not. 
R&i&PIM&IGl&r#S 1&4 it ; I 
·r I Tom Longin, Dean of H&S In principle, I du not El believe in faculty unions in m higher education. 
I Ithacan Unique and Poor 
l!I To The Editor· should be reported on. However row. There is a whole spectrum 
of thought, news, and events 
which could really make a 
newspaper worth reading. That 
much the ITHACAN is not a part 
of. 
I 
I 
a 
I 
I 
El 
m 
El 
I 
a I, 
I 
9 
m 
a 
John Stanton, Registrar 
No. The disadvantages of 
being unionized far out weigh the 
advantages of being unionized; 
Richard Correnti, V.P. 
Student Affairs 
Having been in an institution 
which had collective bargaining, 
I believe those who lose most are 
students. 
_ I · to limit the paper to just campus 
In recent weeks it has become nev.:s makes the newspaper 
apparent that the quality of work borm~. The ITHA~AN 1:11ust 
being done by the ITHACAN is ope~ itself to_ other d1me_ns1on~, 
I 
slipping. The paper lacks which may mclude subJects m 
excitement, and no longer offers the l~cal Ith~ca area that. can 
any kind of inspiration to the make mterestmg_news .. Natio~al 
. students. Granted the news is neVl'.s also carries st!mulatmg 
being covered, however this subJec~s ~hat des7rve time also. 
. , . . news is limited for the most part The~e 1s mter~ati_o~al ne~s that 
Betsy Knapik, ~x. Assis. to El to primarily campus news. The cam~s much s1gmficanc~ m all of 
To broaden this spectrum and 
expand the ITHACAN, I feel the 
newspaper needs students sup-
port. The staff at the ITHACAN 
numbers today at 25: 
Last semester the staff was 35. 
continued 011 page !I Pres. - . . . m problem does not end there; and our hves for today and tomor-
. No because I thmk it Vl'.ill the staff of the ITHACAN cannot Su t 
basically _de_stroy any potential be the only ones to point to. The ppor Asked 
fo~ ~olle~ahty between the ad- i:I support of the paper by the 
ministration and the faculty. I student body is also slipping. F C I I s. 
Th~ ITH_AC~ is a unique paper or • • • 
of its kmd, its one of the few 
college newspapers that are still To the Editor: 2. C.I.I.S. courses should 
independent from the school. I appeared before Student conce'!trate on three major areas 
ID 
But it is dull and if nothing is Congress las Tuesday to propose (some courses not in these 
done to liven it up, I believe it that the following recommenda- groups should also appear): 
will lose its autonomy. tions be made about C.I.I.S. to Minority studies i.e. Black, Jud-
A goal of a newspaper should the Administration in its report: aic and Women's Studies; Phil-
be to inform the people of the 1. That students be given a osophy-Religion and other re-
community about the news that large input into the selection of lated areas i.e. Philosophy of 
effects them. In other words to courses. Students should have Judaism; and psychosocial prob-
inform the Ithaca College com- real power to propose courses lei_ns i.e. drug addiction. 
munity of campus news. The rather than only have courses "' 
scope of a newspaper should be offered by faculty. Without an 3. At present, ~nly Planned 
larger, since the ideas, ·opinions, enormous input by students, Studies and General Studies· 
and reactions of the people are C.1.1.S. is bound to fail. C.I.I.S. majors are involved in makig 
ffl 
generated by other subjects courses are not required and in Center policies. Interested stud-
. . of outside the college community. order to have a large enought ents in other majors should be 
Adm1ss1ons Campus news is important and appeal, courses must reflect allowed to make contributions. 
::~~~~~~n~:;~~~;1.!,- ...... 1,,. rn...r~A~,.~d~-·4 .... 
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Dave Lord, Purchasing 
No, I do not want to see the 
faculty unionized and I would 
hope that the differences 
£ween faculty and adniinistra-
· on could be worked out other 
ban over a bargaining table. I 
hink one of the nice things about 
thaca College is that it has 
a 
i 
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The ITHACAN Op-Ed and 
Letters sections are provided as 
a service by the ITHACAN as a 
community forum. AU Op-Ed 
and Letters material must be 
submitted by Tuesday at 5 p.m. 
for Thursday publication. The 
writer mu.st include his/her 
name and colkge position: e.g. 
graduating year, if student, and 
department. The 111IACAN 
reserves the right to trim pieces 
in excess of 200 words if space 
limitations mandate such action. 
All material submitted becomes 
property of the l11IACAN and 
wi'll not be returned. Materials 
submitted are not guaranteed -
space for publication. 
Getlt 
Together 
by Chester F. Caswell III 
As a senior, I have a few 
things to say about emergent 
trends at Ithaca College. When, 
as a highschool senior I was 
looking at colleges, I was sick to 
death of traditional education, 
and Ithaca appeared to be 
somewhat progressive. I was 
taken, as well, by the physical 
beauty of the location. In my 
first few weeks of school one of 
my first observations was that. 
there was a lack of a unifying 
theme. (never had any "school· 
spirit" at any school, so I wasn't 
looking for that. I guess it was 
that I was trying to figure out 
who was running the show and 
was handing down the policies. 
For three years I was an 
undecided major trying to look 
around for a major interest and 
expand my horizons. I found 
classes less than inspiring, and 
didn't want to limit myself to one 
in particular. I am not motivated 
by a consuming ambition to 
prosper financially after college, 
and I figure that it's the person 
not the degree that dictates 
success after college. General 
studies has been my salvation. I 
have taken courses that individu-
al majors would shirk at. My 
knowledge is of a general "char-
acter building" nature. Someone 
has to · relate all the specific 
knowledge of specialized majors. 
I don't feel inferior to anyone for 
my breadth. My program is 
being scrapped. _ 
Lately the school seems to 
have taken seriously the media 
concept of "return to normalcy." 
It is clear that there are some 
great inequities at Ithaca Col-
lege. It is not· necessarily true 
that old ways are appropriate. 
In a changing world it seems 
almost absurd. The outside 
world is so shakey that it is 
ridiculous to adapt school goals 
to it. We pay dearly for the right 
to a 'private' education .. 
I'm not suggesting sit-ins and 
such revolutionary actions. I do 
think, however, that college 
offers a unique opportunity for 
organization and group action. 
Look at us. Where else are there 
fresh young minds interacting in 
one location with no occupation 
othere than booking it. Educa-
tion is the product we are 
producing, and we should have a 
great deal of say about it. In my 
daily escapades I encounter 
many people who are dissatis-
fied. There are some specific 
gripes, and some issues which hit 
the core of each and every one of 
our student senses. 
The problem seems to be one 
of fragmentation. The whole 
student body is never assembled. 
One student reads this news-
paper, another the administra-
tion print-out, a third, the sheets 
that hang out in front of the 
union, and the last case is of 
those who are so turned off they 
only see the writing on the 
rolling papers. Shouldn't we get 
it together somehow? The 
. administration and teachers are 
too pre-occupied with their own 
self-interests. They seem to be 
bumblers even at that. We have 
alot · to gain, and the only 
limitation is that we only have 
four years to do it. At this point 
it is time to examine the system 
that condones such an expensive 
yet apparently valueless experi-
ence. Knowledge is free. 
Faculty Opinion 
Not Monolithic 
To the Editor: 
This is, written in response to 
your editorial, "Only The Strong 
Survive." You make many 
interesting and valid observa-
tions about the real problems 
faculty and students face regard-
ing the trend toward l!onsolida-
tion of all decision making power 
in the hands of the administra-
tion. 
It should be pointed out, 
however, that opinion among 
faculty on the issues mentioned, 
particularly that of student part-
icipation on committees and 
other decision makirig bodies is 
varied and by no means mono-
lithic. It is true that many 
faculty resist authentic student 
participation (election to commit-
tees, voting·. power>. . Many 
faculty also feel that the.adminis-
tration should have all the 
power. (One.· remembers a 
faculty member saying a . few 
told what to do.") 
Fortunately there are many 
faculty with more enlightened 
views who want and encourage 
real student input at all levels. 
Since it is not possible at this 
time to say what the majority of 
faculty think about these things, 
we feel it should be pointed out 
that until very recently we have 
had the structure for a great deal 
of democratically-arrived-at stu-
dent input at LC. The unhappy 
fact is that these democratic 
gains have gradually been under-
mined, legisiated against, or 
have atrophied. 
So it would seem that 
students and faculty have similar 
problems. We want you to 
realize that a significant number 
of faculty are aware of this and 
not opposed to student participa- · 
tion. 
Sincerely! 
years ago: ''Forget · all this Executive Committee, - Ithaca 
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History Being Made 
by Paul Bernstein 
Ever ask yourself what 
other time in history would have 
been preferable to this one? 
There were those glorious hay-
maker days of our parents and 
we can see how they turned out. 
Once a week they wonder what 
their son or daughter could be 
doing this weekend at college. 
Their haymaking; days being 
over though, makes it rather 
unclear as to whether they 
should know exactly where (or 
with whom) the truth lies. If 
they should be made completely 
aware of the realities, how does 
a student comfortably explain 
college life in the 70's, to the 
folks? 
Its just that the highly 
explicit nature of our generation 
in particular, seems to surpass 
the wildest dreams of most any 
liberal parent, yet we do leave 
them quite out of it and in the 
dark because somehow, they 
seem to belong there. We are 
simply and statistically intoxi-
cated and/or unclothed so very 
much more than campus kids 
were ten years ago that I shudder 
to picture Ithaca College, 1988. 
My friends contest that they 
"relax" in the same way that 
young ladies and gentlement 
have since way back when. 
While these words are leaving 
their mouths however, I look 
around their rooms and see 
stereo equipment that requires 
detailed explanations and smok-
ing paraphenealia that defies 
description. Who do we think we 
are? 
Well, we all pretty much 
think we get around enough to 
stay up with the times and 
actually, we could be fooling 
ourselves. Don't be turning you 
head while the time goes jump-
ing over you too as we sit tig_ht, 
modern as can be and completely 
oblivious of becoming obsolete in 
our prime. 
Its difficult to imagine a 
newer lifestyle but in truth, we 
are the same guinea pigs of time 
.that our forefathers were. Yes, 
of a slightly more indulgent 
movement but we always have 
heard how infatuated the youth 
has always gotten with them-
selves "before they grew out of 
it." The major difference be-
tween ourselves and the past 
evolutions of youth, is that we're 
growing into something, not out. 
An amazing detachment has 
been achieved since the 60's and 
this is what will stand us out so 
radically in history. 
For years the beatnik off-
spring has harped upon being 
one's self and not feeling obligat-
ed to conform, and here we are, 
the result. One can look at the 
many crimes once punishable by 
imprisonment or death. Sexual-
ity, ethnic descrimination, and 
drug Jaws for example, have 
been protested upon, liberated 
into rejudgement in the courts, 
and finally legalized in cases for 
numerous and well publicized to 
dwell on. Right before our eyes 
though. It didn't happen while 
anyone else grew up. 
Just stop to consider our 
present days as potential and 
inevidable history that will -
someday be memorized in factual 
content, by some poor college 
history major. Plenty of people 
predict that our children will not 
relate to this present era any 
more than we were able to for 
our parents but don't fool youself 
buddy, because the blockbusting 
historical events of these two 
decades past, are not so easilly 
compared to those previous to it. 
C.S.N.& Y's "Teach Your Child-
ren Well" will be heard by my 
· kids from time to time whether 
they care for it or not is of little 
importance. I was never expos-
ed to anything faintly similar. 
There are just Jess hang-ups 
in general nowadays and if this is 
for no other reason, its because 
we refuse to admit to ourselves, 
that we're still uptight or uncool 
while others are not. 
So... we even compete in 
terms of acceptance as we step 
farther and farther asside each 
year, to make room for the 
progressive. It didn't happen at 
any other point in history, 
because its all coming down us 
while we merely exist here at 
LC. One nose in the gutter and 
the other in the books, call it 
what you like, we're different. 
*Help 
Needed 
continued from page 2 
The ITH_ACAN needs help, it 
needs ideas, and these can only 
come from students. 
Along with student help, the 
staff itself has to open itself up. 
In my opinion become more 
objective and take some kind of 
stand on issues. Hopefully 
enough support from concerned 
students can change the format 
of the ITHACAN. Support 
would generate a better quality 
newspaper that would not just 
help the ITHACAN but the 
community as a whole. The time 
is now to generate some intelli-
gent thought. 
Thank you sincerely, 
Jeffrey Bradley 
History /Politics '80 
SALE 
1977 CA YUGAN YEARBOOKS 
WILL BE ON SALE HN 
THE EGBERT UNION LOBBY 9 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 10, !978~ 
FROM 10AM TO 3PM 
THE PRICE HS ONIL Y Stoso 
ORDERS Will ALSO BE 1r AKEN 
FOR THE 1978 YEARBOOK 
SALE 
1.978 YEARBOOKS WILL BE MAILED 
, deriM~ltttt--.~lllWl:t~k•1o~•~-.n-• 
• ' • \- ... t, : " • ~ ' ' ' ' .... •• • • • ' ' ' - • ._ ,·---------. .. ----- ........ 
.'. _'_,'. 
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Coll8Cti¥8S Celebl'at8 N8WH0riZ0IIS 
by Felice Linder 
Moosewood Restaurant in De-
witt Mall, celebrated its fifth 
birthday in January with a large 
celebration. · 
For the· past two-and-a-half 
years, Moosewood has been 
operating on a collective basis. 
This means that there is no 
stastus among the workers. 
Each individual takes on as muck 
responsibility as he/she desires 
in running the restaurant, al-
though there are salaried posi-
tions. The ideal for a collectively 
owned business is for all the 
workers to share the profits 
equally among themselves, how-
ever, this has only been possible 
once in Moosewood's history. _ 
Most of the money goes back into 
the restaurant. 
Having many persons respon-
sible keeps a check on all aspects 
of the restaurant in a much less 
formal atmosphere, there is no 
one supervisor to report to. As 
Celeste put it, having worked at 
Moosewood for three-and-a-half 
years, "Everyone has a·. much 
friendlier interest in the restau-
rant." The people care about 
good food and good working 
relationships. their affection for 
the restaurant "generatesllot of 
energy," said Celeste. 
Moosewood was not always 
strictly a vegetarian restaurant. 
As Celeste explains, "It became 
difficult to work with meat. It's 
hard to know you're cutting up 
an animal." Many of the workers 
were already vegetarians them-
selves as well. Planning the 
menu is now a daily routine 
taken seriously as a main ingre-
dient in the quality . of the 
restaurant. 
Working hard to appeal to all 
tastes, Moosewood always in-
cludes a great variety of vege-
tables, fish, and dairy dishes. 
Because they are a vegetarian 
restaurant protein is uspplied in 
other ways, such as dairy 
products. Every Sunday night 
there is an ethnic menu of 
vegetarian dishes particular to 
various nations. 
Smedley's Book Shop, special-
izing in women's writings· and 
other political literature, is a 
collectivly owned and operated 
business run solely by women. 
There are no status positions, no 
bosses and employees; everyone 
is a worker. All jobs are shared 
and all decisions are made jointly 
by the owners/workers in week-
ly meetings. 
As Harriet Bronsnick, one of 
the three owners, pointed out, 
actual financial ownership counts 
legally but it is the structure of 
decision-making that is really 
important. As far as the work 
goes, according .to Harriet, "We-
would just be hurting ourselves 
. if we didn't get the work done." . 
Smedley's is an operation bas,led 
on trust. 
The selection of books at 
Smedley's, unique to this area, 
are also decided on collectively. 
Most of the books reflect the 
attitudes about women that the 
owners feel are important to 
either create or break down. 
The selection includes such sub-
jects as Feminist Theory, Mot-
hering, General Political Theory, 
Black History and Gay Men's 
· Writings. The store- also has a 
large section of non-sexist child-
ren's books and records. 
Besides just being a bookstore, 
Smedley's has become a com-
munity center for educational 
resorurces1 attempting to keep 
interested women in Tompkins 
County informed. The store 
sponsors workshops ip areas like 
writing and mother.l!ood, study 
groups such as W~·in Photo-
graphy and reading'groups on 
feminism as well as other politi-
cal issues. There has also been a 
problem-solving group for wo-
men over forty meeting at 
Smedley's for almost a year. 
Anyone interested is welcome. 
Smedley's is now preparing for 
the opening of their own art 
gallery, which· will include the 
· work .. of female artists. It will 
be the only gallery of its kind in 
the area and it is expected to 
open soon. 
Space was made available for 
the gallery when Sme~ey's 
recently moved into the upstairs 
of 119 East Buffalo Street, 
making for a much larger store. 
The collective was first opened 
in August of 1976 and has been 
fairly successful financially t very 
successful in many other ways. 
As their brochure states, ·"The 
intent of the Smedley's Q:)llec-
tive is to further in whatever 
ways we can the progressive 
movement of women, men and 
children toward a more human 
socif:_ty for all of us." 
* C.1.1.S. Effort 
MAYER'S 
SMOKE SHOP 
Continued fr9m. naqe 2 
C.I.I.S. is weakening ifself ser-
iously when it isolates itself in 
this way. 
A great deal of effort should be 
expended by the Center in 
getting traditionally uninvolved 
majors to take courses in the 
Center (P.T., Bio., etc.). The 
cai, psychological, etc), that all 
the other departments do. 
I urge all students and faculty 
to attend Student Congress 
meeting on Tuesday February 14 
at 8PM. If we don't care, 
something very valuable will 
disappear from this campus. 
Robert Resnick 
Foot Of Aurora Street Hill Peer Center Opens 
Center offered Bio. ethics; why 
All S k ' S 1· not P.T. Ethics? The Ithaca College Com- discussing. . mo er s upp zes munity will have a new center It is important toknow,that 
designed to deal with student The Peer Resource Center is not B b d B k I believe that many students d h aper Oun 00 S related issues and questions. a counseling center an t e and faculty are unaware of the · t The unique aspect about this is students running 1t are no 
M . importance of C.I.I.S. It is the 1 Th C t · agaz',nes ~ . ff that the Peer Resource Center, trainedcounse ors. e en er IS only place on campus that o ers located in the basement of an alternative for students who 
minority studies. If the proposed RowlandHall on the upper quads, . want to discuss and share thier 
Newspap changes occur, I am pretty sure d f l er.s is designed and operated by own ideas, questions, an ee -I minority studies will disappear k h 
: j immediately or in the near Ithaca College students. Fifteen ings. In addition to wor s ops, 
\J students have spent the past five the Center has an alternative future. Also, the Center is the months organizing, planing, and· · library where you can relax on a / only academic center on campus ho b" t 
' · receiv~ing training in workshop mattress and read a ut su Jec s 
<... ~ - , that encourages students to look facilitation so that a viable and not usually offered elsewhere. . 
.-,. at the world in an integrated will b 
-
' responsive peer center could Films and speakers e 
manner, .,instead of the frag- exist. This Wednesday, Febrary featured from time to time and 
mented and schizophrenic world d 15, The Peer Resource Center students are again encourage to 
of a single perspective (biologi- . 
will open its door to the college make suggestions as to topics IIIA••••••••-•-•--•-'!!l!al-••------•••••---.. community from 1 PM to 5 PM they would enjoy seeing. 
., 
~ ·r l "°.,. • .() t J t t-.S, 
. . .. ............. .. 
•',!I 1 \ •, 
, , , • 1 ( 1 I ~ "' ~ 1 \ \ \ \ ', , '1 , , '. 'f I• ,1 « t 
, , ' \ f f ~ I , C : , \ ', ~ ~ } I f ', ~ , ' ' ' 1 l • , • I 
and from 7 PM to 11 PM, the 
later will feature a speaker 
leading a discussion on co-coun-
ce\ing. 
The Peer Resource Center 
represents an exciting and nec-
essary alternative for students 
with questions concerning var-
ious issues. The Center will be 
running a number of work-shops 
this semester dealing with stu-
dent oriented topics. The first 
workshop, not yet scheduled, 
will deal with "Parent-Student 
Relationships", however, those 
with the Center are anxious to 
recieve feedback concerning -
other issues and questions stu-
dents would be interested in 
Women's 
Group 
Conti"nued from page J 
ble need for change in this area. 
An open discussion concerning 
these issues and others will be 
held at the upcoming student 
congress meeting Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 14· at 8 PM. All those 
persons interested are encourag-
ed to attend this meeting. 
.. 
JFlou,er Bouquets 
Roses 
for Valefftines 
FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS 
DAFFODILS, HYACINTHS 
AZALEAS, TULIPS 
BONSAI, ORCHID::; 
ORANGE TREES 
CYCLAMEN 
11 
pm 
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uchmann1 Music & edia 
by Bob Buchmann 
"Music & Media" is not just a 
fancy replacement name for the 
usual "Radio & TV'' column. Our 
new column is designed to 
incorporate concert and rock 
information with listings of some 
worthwhile radio and television 
programs. 
The current material released 
by the Bee Gees is so full of hooks 
that even disco-haters think it's 
good. The proof lies in numbers. 
The Soundtrack from "Saturday 
Night Fever" is the best-selling 
album in the nation for the third 
week in a row, with sales 
exceedingthree million copies. 
Billboard Magazine further lists 
the number-one-selling-si'.lgle in 
America to be "Stayin' Alive" 
from that soundtrack. 
The Bee Gees success story 
does not stop there. Brother 
Andy Gibb has the number three 
single with "Love is Thicker 
Than Water." Samantha Sang's 
number eight recording, entitled 
"emotion" features the Bee Gees 
as background vocalists. "Emo-
tion" was also composed by the 
brothers Gibb. Their first 
release from the soundtrack 
"How Deep is Your Love?"is 
number ten in the country, and 
the newest release, "Night Fe-
ve?\is already number thirty-
~wo: / 
Rock Briefs: 
Gregory Herbert, sax player 
with Blood, Sweat and Tears is 
dead of a heroin overdose at age 
thirty. Herbert died in an 
Amsterdam hotel room during a 
since-cancelled European tour. 
Linda Ronstadt, EmmyLou 
Harris,· and Dolly Parton are 
currently recording tracks to be 
released on Elektra Records, 
while Steely Dan is cutting 
tracks for an upcoming rock film 
"FM."Elton John will be releas-
ing a new album shortly, with 
the Spinners doing background 
vocals. 
BOOLS 
FLOWER SHOP 
VALENTINE FLOWERS 
PHONE BOOLS TODA Yl 
Deliveries Across Town 
Or Around The World 
209 N. Aurora St. 
272-8410 1 ________ __...., 
Financial 
Develogment/ 
Nonprofit· 
Management. 
Program 
A NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR A CAREER IN THE 
$29 BILLION NONPROFIT WORLD 
Adelphi University's new program in FINANCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT/NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT 
prepares you to enter the "People lndustry"-the 
$29 billion nonprofit field. Now you can be trained at 
Adelphi's 16 week program to assume positions of 
responsibility in over 1.5'million nonprofit organiza-
tions, including: Hospital and Health Care Agencies· 
Educational Institutions• Community and Cultural 
Organizations • Political Groups • Religious and 
Ethnic Organizations • 
Qualifications for acceptance in the program include 
a college degree and an interest in helping other 
people and building a better society. 
Adelphi's program includes 
an internship in a nonprofit 
organization as well as 
employment assistance. 
Adelphi 
For a free brochure about this career opportunity 
call 516/294-8700, EXT. 7751, (800) 424-9477, 
toll-free or mail the coupon to: 
CenterforCareerPrograms~ancial --c!>6 S--
Development/ Nonprofit Management Program, 
Adelphi University, Garden City, New Yotk 11530. 
O DAY PROGRAM 11 EVENING PROGRAM 
o Summer: 6/12-9/29 ri Spring: 4/17-12/13 
o Fall: 10/9-2/2/79 ! 1 Fall 10/23-6/20i79 
Name __________________ _ 
HomeAddress ____________ ""7,.,..., ---
City ___ State __ Zip _Hu111e Phone No ____ _ 
Campus Address 
C1ty ___ State __ Z.1'- Campus Phone No ____ _ 
Adelphi University admits students on the basis of 1nd1v1dual merit and 
without regard to race. color. ·creed or sex 
\... ', .. ' ' . ' 
Radio: 
· ICB-FM, 92 FM, has expanded 
its rock programming schedule. 
The radio station features rock in 
the morning and concert music at 
10 am, thereafter returning to 
interview and live unreleased 
material. 
WVBR°FM, 93.5 FM, has a 
new weeknite feature at 10 pm, 
straight out of the pages of the 
National Lampoon. The show is 
billed "True Facts." This even-rock at 4 m. 
-~ 
The Bee Gees 
The ICB-FM Comedy Show is ing at 10 pm, the station will air 
another new station feature, "Live From the Bottom Line." 
broadcast at 8:30 pm Sundays. A Sunday evening programming 
Billy Joel "Mini-Concert" will be highlights the Ramones, Runa-
1 aired Monday at midnight, and ways, and Talking Heads at 7 pm 
Wednesday's "Midnight Snack" on the "King Biscuit Flour 
will highlight Joel with an Hour." Following at 8 pm is 
At,jATA C 
GAR.DEN 
l RtSTAURANT] 
Chinese -American Food 
118 W. State Street 272-7350. 
"A CELEBRATION" 
Jay Cocks, T1ml1 MagJzine 
"MARVELOUSLY FUNNY" 
VancC'nt Canby, New York Times 
"Bound for Glory," with local folk 
music live from Cornell's Anabel 
Taylor Hall. 
TV: 
The Amazing Kreskin will be 
appearing live on WICB-TV 13 
this Sundav eveninv followino-
Billy Cobham 
his appearance on the Tonight 
Show. Kreskin's sensory per-
ception abilities will be highlight-
ed on WICB-TV's Panorama at 8 
pm. 
The station's popular game 
show "How Could You Forg~t?" 
will be taping two shows this 
Saturday afternoon at noon and 
2:30. Admittance to the studio is 
free and open to the public. 
WTKO) Peter King will be 
among the five contestants. 
Billy Cobham liad some success 
with two · previo1LS bands, [the 
Mahavishnu Orchestra and aJ,so 
Dreams, J but he is convinced 
that the real breakthrough is 
about to happen. "It's something 
I really believe in, " -
Cobham will perform one slww 
only at the Strand on,_Feb 12. 
-- . 
Sunday 
FebrUJ.ary 1~-
Friday & Saturday 
Febr-uary 10 -& 11 
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
.'textor 102 . ... ~pr~!sented:iLy .. S~.-..... $1 .. 00· .. adm-ission:. 
' • , ~. • ' ' • J' - -, ( ' • ' ,- ' ' ' ' • ' • ' ' t ' ' • ' 
• I l \.i_ I 
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'The Grand Strand: 
Past, Pres8"t, & Future 
by Gina Horne Ithaca City funds have also been Cities". On that rl!iny night in and rehearsals. Over 300 people • 
The Strand Theater opened . recommended. 1977 the performance wa'> by a use the theater each week. 
its doors for the very first time The TCCCPA is also being ballet troupe called· Dancers. Offices in the theater building 
on April 23, 1917. Playing that funded through a membership Dancers boasts of having actress are rented to various organiza-
evening was "A Tale of Two drive. Membership in the Joanne Woodward on its Board tions. 
Cities". The Strand was one of organization costs $15 (higher of Directors. Also included in The th.!ater houses various 
five le~~-~-a~. t~~l!~rs _i~ ~~e _ _don_ati~!}S , 3.!"e_ acceoted) and the reopening night schedule ou s. Included in this list oL 
:.";.-~·."-.,',C·,;,, .. :·,_ .. t:· .. ·., · ... :>· ... ' were various dedications and 
.:-re:··. l~,i:. f;-,~/;c'. '.,: .. ) .-:-: ;·,: >, .. :,- ' ' ""'"''·': :-, ' ; - - benedictions. 
· /;{r,j,:~\i;i~: .... ,;,i";..:.':".,. ·--.~ · :,- ~~----i7J~~~.ir;·f~ The Strand has a seating 
:: r~.-f~" ' ~-if.¢:·· :..:_ .-,,.·«:·. . m-11· -~, j; ' capacity of 1025 and space for 20 
.·, ~j i ;.'If! ( ' ;:!II( ·.
1 
.~"' ,;· ,\ , wheelchairs. It also has a lobby 
11 'l['J,-.·· t ::, J~. ·, ·J ff h 
. ,a,: .... t:'/ If:"' 11..,r ,,,1, 1 co ee s op. _ _ 1}1_·,<!t,~ nl, ! I 1: /_ ~ On the outside, there IS 
.. f, , ~~1, ... ,.fii:1(-::r,- , .. :\i-ii; · rA <·::.:... _, adaquate parking, and a 73' by ~~~· -~(__ i~d:;.· :~b- :-- ·;·fl . ( 'bT :; · _ 1 , 58' _full color mural. The mural, 
,_ 1mf-~ r· -: : f · I· .. / which can be seen from the 
111r'.-: :v". ~ .-:::'.,:i · ,1 , / . Seneca Str~et side of th~ th_eat-
-;, .... :~ . _ :-· ·· · JF ::,;·:--- er, was designed by D,1Vld Fmn. 
_· _, :. • ~ _r , ij',.:_. -, , ,, · \ '- · -· Fifty gallons of paint were used 
\ j .. :..1~ -if:).·~··_-~~ ~-- ·; §!~~~~ in the mural. Its Official ~ -~ ~.-~,.r.~- ~,. 
Ithaca -area:·. lt . hosted sucn 
notable performers as Katherine 
Hepburn and George M. Cohan. 
The live performances, many of 
them Vaudellian, continued until 
the 1950's when most stars began 
to appear mainly in films. In 
keeping with the times, the 
Strand was converted to a movie 
theater. It remained as such 
until· 1975, when it was closed. 
When the Strand was offer-
ed for sale, Barbara Theuseri, 
Elaine Downing and William 
Wilcox bought it and created an 
organization to _mar.age the the-
ater. The organization, The 
Tompkins County Center for 
Culture and the Performing 
Arts, is legally a "Membership 
Organization". This means two 
things. First, no private individ-
ual can gain financial profit from 
the the'aier's organization. 
Second, the TCCCPA is 
exempt from truces and is eligible 
for government financial aid. 
According to Karin Rae, execu-
tive director of the Strand, some 
government funding is presently 
being used to operate the theat-
er. Included in this funding is mo 
-ney from the New York State 
Council on the Arts, and CETA, 
a federal training program. 
entitles members to free passes, · 
newsletters, preferred seating 
and post-production receptions. 
The Strand reopened on 
Sept. 24, 1977. The performance 
that evening was quite different 
from the original "Tale of Two 
dedication was made on Oct. 28, 
1977. 
Since the opening of the 
theater in September, over -
13,000 people have attended 
performances. Another 4,200 
have attended classes, meetings 
performers are the Ithaca Ballet, 
the Zobo Funn Band and the 
Ithaca Community Chorus. 
Upcoming performances at 
the Strand include the following: 
February 12 Billy Cobham and 
his jazz-rock band. 
February 17 Bluegrass Swing--
country sounds. 
February 24 Mother Mallard and 
Friends 
February 25 Mike Jurgis GrePn 
and Howie Bursen. 
March 4 Taj Mahal. Jazz and 
Soul music. 
March 9 Jennifer Muller and the 
works. Modern Dance Troupe. 
March 18 Catulli Carmina. 
Dance-opera. Performed by the 
Cliff Keuter Dance\Troupe and 
the NYU Choir. ' . 
Also appearing in the late 
spring will be Dave Brubeck. 
Information about future 
performances at the Strand can 
be obtained by calling the box 
office at 272-7174. The theater is 
located on East State Street 
downtown. 
HELP WANTED 
ITS FOR 
YOU ..... 
please call 
274-3207 
x207 
' -- --------· __ ,
~ . . ;.. :• . . .. 
FJREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
the iron shop 
"'the commons 272-5101.,j 
f!JJ~ ~onud ~~ #n ~
uutlt f!JJ/ad /7/adent u1,tmon and ~ $~ ~ 
~~ 
Feet Cold? 
Act Now! 
FONTANA1S 
Mid Winter 
BOOT SALE 
SAVJE 10% on all shoes 
20% insulated 
30% fleece lined boots 
Choose from Frye, Timerland, 
Dunham~ Puma and Zodiac 
Fontana Shoes 
Collegetown 
opp. Eloo's -401 Eddy St , 
9-5:30 
• ',.'" ,·1 'I I • I 
.• 
' 
v!ln ~~ rP/ /7otdfol $~ OHiUt 
RAMSEY LEWIS 
Friday Feruary 24 
In The SUNY Binghamio1m 
University Union Social Room 
2 Shows: 8:30 & 11:30 PM 
Ticket~ On Sale Starting Febnwarw 113 ~ft: 
SUNY University Union Cloak R@@ffiil 
11Th Flooraweekdays 
Kent Drugs, Vestal Plaza•Binghami@rrua1 
Willard Straight HaH-CornelD 
Limited Seating 
$3.S~S-.dents $5.00-Generai Public 
". ~, .: I • • , , I ,, • • 11 • • • ' • • • • ' ' .•,•,,,',',' 
. '.' •' ~ .. ' ~' ' 
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Bobbin/ HSemi-TC>llgh'': 'Quasi-Funny 
by. Jay Bobbin screen version of Dan Jenkin's Downhill Racer). He does an that nothing is "going on" Barbara, and she accepts. 
A few years ago, the movies football story Semi-Tough. interesting thing here, though: between his daughter and either Feeling totally distraught over 
experienced a rush of so-called Now, I must confess to not Ritchie downplays the obvious of the guy&. 'this, Billy Clyde turns to every-
"buddy" films: Newman and having read the book, but I'm angle of football competition in Each fellow definitely has thing from overweight, over-
Redford in The Sting, McQueen told that there have been some favor of dealing with a romantic his own persona1ity and style. anxious groupies to the BEAT 
and Hoffman in Papillon, East radica1 changes in the translation triangle. Billy is what you might expect - a training (so he can compete more 
-wood and Bridges in Thunder- to film. There was apparently The menage-a-trois consists wisecracking, girl-chasing devil directly with Shake for Barbara's 
bolt and Lightfoot, Arkin and lots of sex in the pages, but the of two Miami teammates, Billy who only has Barbara perman- hand).· Eventually, the story 
Cann in Freebie and the Bean. It movie centers around lots of Clyde Puckett (Reynolds) and ently in his heart. On the other winds down to a pair of cha1-
was quite a trend back then, but competition. Semi-Tough's dir- Shake Tiller (Kristofferson), and hand, Shake is a peaceful soul lenges: Miami against Buffa1o at 
this is not to say that it's over. ector, Michael Ritchie, has al- slightly wacky Barbara Jane who has just been turned on to the Super Bowl, and Shake and 
Solid proof is currently available ways focused on contests in his Bookman (Jill Clayburgh). She is his own potential by a self-help Barbara against the odds, at the 
in the pairing of Burt Reynolds previous films (Smile, The Can- the daughter of Big Ed Bookman program called BEAT (a serid-up . alta:r ... the odds being Shake's 
and Kris Kristofferson in the didate, The Bad News Bears, (Robert Preston), the wealthy of the actual program EST). doubts about Barbara re-marry-
,.,. ________________ ..,__________________ entrepreneur who owns the team Their two common denominators ing again (she· seems to make 
I I the boys play for. They all live are Barbara and football, very marriage a yearly novelty) and 
a I together in a relationship that necessarily in that order. Billy Clyde's "new birth" thanks 
I I isn't exactly platonic, but not The arrangement between to BEAT. 
I The'IDI est 1/ quite "in sin," either. Even these three is fine and well, Semi-Tough is really more I 1: Barbara's father finds it weird until Shake pops the question to the director's movie than it is 
a I Burt Reynold's, yet it has the 
a ,---~[!)~-(!)~-~,...~------------..,... same relaxed, easygoing pace 
I We I re looking for a few good college I I N "~c, i(\f"an n that has become a trademark of J men who wi 11 make good Marine officers. N~ le.I t.:,Ui,t.=.IJ i Burt's films. It's an episodic 
a It's a test of body, brain, and spirit: mn~ Ji/lfl~f"j\.0\/'f\N L'-'fi'f'i\[illlfil,p picture, and I'll venture that 
a If you've got it, prove it. If you want '-.IU\LO UIJ~i.=l~\UN ~U lii:~Ui.lJ nearly 80 percent of the. scenes I it, work for it. If you think you're a haveasophisticatedhumorthatI 
1 leader, show us. -' Hoaeies In 3'Sizes Cold' Beer & Soda reallyenjoyed. Iespeciallyliked 
I That Is OU r cha 11 enge. The only promise Grocer1·es Homemade Salads the BEAT introductory session, 
I we make is that you' 11 be running in good a 48-hour marathon led by the I company. 1
1
. *212·7592*- apparently-.very-"together" Fri-
g edrich Bismarck (TV game show ~ CONTACT TIIE MARINE CORPS OFFICER SELECTION 11 Mon-Sat 9AM-10PM Sun 9AM-SPM host Bert Convy, who is much 
I OFFICE 100 SOUTH CLINTON STREET SYRACUSE 1
1 
better than you might expect). 
ll NEW YORK 13202 PHONE 315 473-3300 FREE ~ELIUERy· (No Sun. Deliveryj There'salsoaveryfunnytakeoff 
or 
SEE US ON CAMPUS: 8 & 9 February 1978 
in the STUDENT UNION from 10 AM to 
2 PM. 
4~~ 
The Marines f/J?. 
, _________ .,. ____________ ., _________ _, 
on those deodorant commercials 
that famous athletes appear in. Kron t and Kahn continued on pager 
in con«1ert . 
Moeller Chapel 
Friday February 10 9pm 
* wine and cheese afterwards in our .offices* 
sponsored by the catholic community· 
no char e 
',} ,l 
201 S.TiapSt. 
IU.C., N.Y, -
2'_12-8262 
THE 
Music Store 
Crown Hopes 
Crushed 
The Ithaca College 
bombers dropped two important 
road contests over the weekend, 
losing to ICAC foes Clarkson 
(82-68) and St. Lawrence(88-58). 
The twin losses left the 
Bombers at 4-3 in the Indepen-
dent College Athletic Conference 
(5-7 overall), and all but dashed 
their hopes for a second straight 
conference crown. 
Five ICAC games .remain on 
the Bombers' schedule, including 
return matches this WP.ek with 
Alfred and RPI, both Ithaca 
victims from earlier in the 
season. The Bombers blasted 
defeat the Saints 87-83 in double 
overtime. It was a different 
story this time around, however, 
as the Saints jumped out to a 
19-point halftime lead and were 
never headed. . 
It was perhaps the worst 
outing of the year for the 
Bombers, who shot only 30 
percent from the field on 22x73. 
They'll get another shot at both 
Clarkson and St. Lawrence next1 
week, however, when they visit 
Ben Light Gym for night games 
on Friday and Saturday, Feb-
ruary 17 and 18. 
Alfred 94-71 in Ithaca two weeks NOTES: Jim Cuddy continues to 
ago, then topped RPI in Troy lead theBombers in scoring with 
56-60. a 13.7 average. He was an ICAC 
The Bombers will also host Player of the Week last week. 
Hamilton this Saturday, the Herb Richmond and Jim Wait-
nation's third ranked team in kavicz are both averaging in 
Division III of the NCAA. • double figures, and remain the 
Against Clarkson on Friday team's top tebounrlers ... ~oach 
the Bombers· trailed by two at Darryl Lehnus may experiment 
the half before succumbing to the with some of his younger players 
hot shooting of the Golden . thi~ week. J._Y. p~ospects Tom 
Knights. Guards John .Gordon Elhs (17.3), Tim Kick (15.0) and 
and Mike McCarthy combined for Kevin Vogt (12.0) are possihll 
44 Clarkson points, as the team candidates for _a promotion. 
converted 57 percent of its field Tuesday mght the cagers 
goal attempts (35x61). The dropped their t~ird straight ro~d 
Bombers, meanwhile, could man- contest, droppmg a 80-76 dec1s-
age only 27x62 from the floor (44 ion to the Cortland State Red 
percent), led by captain Jim Dragons. It w~s a see-saw game 
Cuddy with 17 and Herb Rich- through-out with the _lead ~hang-
mond and Jim Waitkavicz with ing hands eighteen times m the 
10 apiece. fi.rst half alone. Som~ controver-
The real difference, however, sial calls by the men m the zebra 
was the battle of the boards, stripes, cost the Bomb~rs a 
with Clarkson holding a decided chance to tie ~h.e game with 2,2 
advantage (47-23). Both Jim seconds remammg. Cortland s 
Waitkavicz and Herb Richmond, Terry Murphy led all scor~rs 
Ithaca's two leading rebounders, with 30 point~ while !thac~·s Jim 
suffered early foul troubles and Cuddy and Jim ~aitkaVl('Z had 
were forced to sit out for long 26 and 17 respectively. 
stretches at a time. Both fouled Despite the 30 point perform-
out of the ball game. · ance of Tim Kick the. J~nior 
Saturday's game with St. Varsity squad also fell victim. to 
Lawrence was a rematch of last Cortland 72-68. The varsity 
year's ICAC one-game play-off, record now stands at 5-8 while 
in which the bombers railed to the J.V.'s are 8-2. 
-·--
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.Colton N·amed 
Tri-Captain 
Scott Colton, who was named 
to the ECAC All-Star team last~··· --,.., r 
week, has been elected tri-cap- i v~~ · 
tain of the Ithaca College football I ~ ~ 
team for the 1978 season along ·'. · · 
with John Schiemann and Tom l'. ; ·. -
Burlin. The announcement was ff . -; 
made last night at the annual · 
Elks Club football dinner. 
Colton, a defensive back from 
Halesite, NY, set an Ithaca · 
College record in '77 with eight 
interceptions, and was an ICAC _. 
Player of the Week on four 
occasions. He also received a 
trophy Sunday night as the 
team's "Most Improved Back.'' 
Burlin, an offensive guard 
from Marcy, NY, was presented 
the "Honorary Offensive Captain 
Award" . by his coaches, and 
Schiemann, a defensive tackle 
from Rochester, NY, was given 
the "Honorary Defensive Cap-
tain Award." 
Jim Butterfield 
BE 
All three will be seniors in 
1978. 
Schiemann, who set an Ithaca 
College record in '77 with nine 
quarterback sacks, was also 
recognized as one of five players 
to receive weekly honors by the 
ECAC. Schiemann, Matt Mees 
BLAST! 
(twice), Scott Colton and john 
Laper have all made the ECAC 
Weekly Honor Roll, while fresh-
man Doug Getzke was cited as a 
"Rookie of the Week" winner. 
Other award winners at the 
ceremony include John Furey, 
who was given the "Whistle-man 
Award" for his outstanding 
hustle; John Felker, given the 
"Most Improved Lineman A-
ward," and two Ithacans--Steve 
Newell, presented with the "At-
titude Award," and Tom Policay,. 
honored with the "Captain 
Award." 
Policay, cited by Ahletic Dir-
ector Chuck Kerr as "outstand-
ing leader," had a presentation of 
his own to make--a game ball 
signed by the entire team to be 
given to Coach Jim Butterfielrl 
--·· -Butterfield, was unfortunately 
unable to attend, however, be-
cause of an illness to his father, 
who is recovering from surgery 
J_n a Te~:-pital. 
at 
THE DUGOUT 
Every Thursday 
$2.00 All The 
Draft You Can 
Drink 
.50° Bar Liquor 
NITECOURT 215 N. Aurora St. Ithaca ·212-3222 
********************************************************************* 
Weeki Schedule 
EVERY FRIDAY: Happy Hour 
(.Live Entertainment) 
This week 'The Fall Creek Band' 
3al7 ~.M. 
35c beers 
75c top shelf 
·1 OBST ·1 ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-. .!~~~~~~~) ______ _!l~~!~n~·-· Friday Nile: Feb.10th' D~mm the Weather' from N.Y-C· & L-1-
. 8 Damn the Weather outside & 'Damm the Weather inside· at Nite Court 
-
( No Cover) 
• 1--------RimaDlmrma.-llDDl!~zmm~~~=:m::aiamal I I Saturday: Feb, 11th •1" M\16 Reunion of 'M.G:' The Special Events Office has 2 openings for BIG s.. . -Doors O n at 7:30 Student Summer Conference Coordinators. 
-
Student Coordinators assist the Manager of Special - 'Sunday: Feb 12th .. La· des N·11e -Al, t Drinks ½ . pn_ ·ce Events with all aspects of banquets, conferences 
I and meetings. They work closely with S~ga I For the first time-Classical Nite- 12 LC. Performers each playing Catering the Housing staff, the Student Umon their solo from Bach to Beethoven 8-1 staff, th~ Tower Club staff and the Physical Plant . staff. The positions involve many evening and ues y: 14th Men's Nile: All Drinks'½ price 
weekend hours. Applicants should be able to work - •inclu_ di_ ng Chiele Minucci & Fn·en· els ·1n the Cabare-& 
- from Commencement throught August 18, 1978. 1,1 
he suminer. Students should ~pply at the - alon1 w1d sor rise Valenhnes arty!- -
-. . 
he pay is $2.65/hour plus a Garden Apartment for J (No cover) (Plus• D.isco D.ance Lttssona--sign up now) 
Financial Aid Office by Februa:ry 24, 1978. . · . 
·-·-·-· Wednesday: Feb. 15th .. ,t:.8:!tdWrist Watch" ~ -
. . . . . . . - \ 
... •',. ,. 4' '14' ............. ),'"* '"" "ff "T-,,,,.,:. ,· r ... ,. • ~· • • •. • • • ." P' •• ." • r, ~ ~.-.· : ~ : .r' .t .~· -.:. ~ - '/ ':14 ~ :.,,.' ~ J. .; .: { / • i -; ._ ,,;" • ,' .: 't ,' ' ,' ' ,• l' ~ .. : •t : -.· • i • 9 ; ,I! f ; ; f ; • ; .. { { ... • •• ~ : . , . ~ • \ • ." _ • .,' .• 4' , .... I 11, \ 1 • I" , t t I • • ·~' ,., .. 11.,..,.,» .. •J..t.> ..,..,-_~ ~·"" , , • , , • , • , • , • .... , ·, 1 ,. , > .., • ~ • :,. ,,.., ,1 f .J .J .LI J J ! .1 ;. _\ _r i .1 : -' i; . \ 1 ) ) , ) • ) ; • .J , , , , , , 1 , ~ , 1 , ;; t i,. ~ .. • .• ) .. , , ,. • , .; .• J , ., , _,, .• .• ,• •••• , •• , ••••• , ,_ ,.,., 
• I• 'I'' • ' • •• •' '' f • • , , I , , 
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Keglers Place Third in Tourney Women Gymna~ts Win 
by Sharon Stern and Jan Dainard 
The J.C. Women's Bowling 
team is off to a good start. Last 
year the women Keglers placed 
third in the N.Y.S.A.LA.W. 
State Tournament. Out of last 
yeat's team there are six return-
ing lettermen: Jan Dainard, Jan 
Gorowitz, Heidi Shihowitz, Car-
rie Schlossman, Brahna Frankel 
and Pat McKee. New additions 
to the team are Sharon Stern, 
Pat Noble, Lanie Cohen, Lynne 
Zagin and Lisa Carpenter. Jan 
Dainard and Sharon Stern are 
. leading with averages in the high 
._.160's and Pat McKee and Pat 
Noble in the high 150's. 
The LC. women face three 
more matches against Cornell, 
Wells, and Oswego in their 
invitational. Then the Keglers 
head for Buffalo for the N.Y.S.-
A.LA.W. State Tournament, 
where they hope to place in the 
upper ranks. 
· The coach, Marsha Faulkner, 
giving full support and encour-
agement to the team says, "The 
team is strong this year and· 
more consistent than in the past 
years. We should excell in the 
last few matches and place high 
in the State Tournament." 
The women feel confident and 
strong, and along with our team 
spirit, we "Can Do". 
by Gail Grodberg 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Gymnastic team improved their 
record to 4-5 as they picked up a 
victory over Canisius, on Febru-
ary 4, with a score of 118.4 to 
116.4. 
Captain Winky Ward and 
Cathy Pearce both broke school 
records. Ward scored a 8.8 on 
the vault which tops her high 
score of last year of 8.55 and 
breaks Karen Kirk's 1970 IC 
record of 8. 75. Pearce received 
an 8.6 on the floor exercise, her 
highest so far this year. She 
_broke Adrienne Carley's school 
record of 8.3, set in 1977. Ward 
also tied for third with Canisius' 
Carol Reynolds WlL;, • 7. 75 on the 
parallel bars. Pearce took third 
on the beam with a 7 .8. Other 
fine performances were turned in 
by Debie Leach who captured 
second in the vault with a 8.35 
and fifth on the beam. Jean 
McDermott captured a second on 
the parallel bars with a 8.0. 
Pucksters 
Drop Two 
Leading off this year's season, 
J.C. traveled to Buffalo and 
placed third in the Invitational 
tournament. In last Wednes-
day's match, the women striked 
their way past the defending 
State champions 2,394 to 2,265. 
Sharon Stern and Pat McKee 
carried the Keglers to this win 
with over 500 series each. This 
past Saturday the LC, Invita-
tional was held and the team 
placed third with 2,488 total pins 
in second place was R.LT. with 
2,491 total pins and first place 
was taken by Buffalo with 2,496 
total pins. Sharon Stern lead the 
Bombers with a 211 high game, 
followed by Pat McKee with a 
206 and Pat Noble with a 203 
respectively. Other games rolled 
by the Bombers "A" team were 
Jan Dainard with a 177 and Jan 
Gorowitz with a 177. Mens Team Loses 2 The Ithaca College Women's 
Ice Hockey team made their 
""
0s" ~inter Clothing 
20.l. to so% off 
Jewelry Specials 20!. off 
The Ithaca College Mens 
Gymnastic team dropped two 
meets last week to East Strouds-
berg by a score of 93.50 to 140.60 
and to _QI_!eonta State...EY_ ~ s~ore 
of 109.80 to 118.30. southern swing this past week-
Joe Syage captured first end, dropping two games, one to 
place vs. East Stroudsberg on U. of Penn 3-2 and the other to 
the Parallel Bars with a score of Princeton 12-0. The Bombers 
7 .8 and Rick Eggleston picked up took ·on U. of Penn Friday night 
third place on the Long Horse and led the contest most of the 
vault with a 8.20. way on tw goals by Becky 
Against Oneonta State, Rick Mazzer. However, due to 
Eggleston, placed in four out of penalties the Bombers lost 3-2. 
the five events staged. He came Saturday the bombers travelled 
in second on the Floor Exercise to Princeton where they took a 
with a 8.00, second on the Still 12-0 trouncing. Led by goalie 
Rings with a 7.05, first on .the Sandy Sonkin who turned away 
Long Horse Vault with a 8.30 and 48 of 60 Princeton tiger shots. 
third on the High Bar with a The Bombers played brilliant 
7.45. Rick was also first in the defense led by Susan Claghorn, 
total competition. Karen Patterson, Rosemary -
Another· fine performance Thorn, and Linda Wilcox. 
was turned in by Joe Syage who The Bombers are on the 
captured second on the Parallel road again this week. Slated for 
Bars with a 8.15. This score is Thursday, the Bombers take on 
his new career high score, the Tigers of RIT and Sunday the 
breaking his previous high.mark Cortland Comets. Fasten Your Eat Belts! , $ s s s s s s s s s· s n· s s s s s s s.s s 
HELP YOURSELF TO THE 
.,. ~ ~~ 
~~~l,4$V 
Unlimited Appetizers & Desserts 
aneluded with ALL Dinnersf 
Learn How To Become Rich. 
Ithaca College Investment Club 
Presents 
Robert Gonzales Jr. 
of 
Merryl Lynch, Finner, & Pierce 
When? 
Thurs .... Feb. 16 ... 8:00 ... 
Demotte Room-Union 
$$$$$$$~$$$$$$$$S1$S$ 
't,c,.:".\tr, .• ... • 
1iP1s 
Delicious Crepe £ntrees & Desserts 
Dinners 
Cocktalls Wines 
• Lunch Dinner 
European Atmosphere 
Moderate Prices 
()pen 7 days till 1 am 
602ElmiraRd. 277-0123 
Pyramid Mall 257-0777 
Bankameri~ .·Mastercharge. .,_ . ..,. ,. 
.••.• ~ . • •• ', ,, • ,• • ., .. ~~~"llrbl__... .. 
* Bobbin on "Semi-Tough'si · 
continued Jr<;m South Hill 
16 Years Experience 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
On the Ithaca Commons 
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Women 
Swimmer~ 
Wiru 
Vera 
scarves 
This beautiful selection of twill, 
chiffon and crepe scarves 
designed by famous Vera will 
brighten up your Valentine's 
wardrobe. The newest Spring 
prints and colors are here for 
your choosing in 22" & 27" 
squares, oblongs and sashes. 
4.00 to 8.00 
" 
Ciir(d~ this date on your calendar 
'i Fe 1 a J , o I" ,.lb 
~ CFiq 
.~e ~ t/1~. 
--·----~i,~--- -----~ ,,_, __ , -- --JP-;p --·---- -
", .. ,._. <! ~ 
You are cordially invited to attend 
•om 
SECOND ANNIVERSARY PARTY 
1 _, .. 
Plus 
Mixed- Drink Specials 
~- Happy H.onr Prices from 9pomo until -iaomo 
' -
for a Happy, Happy Anniversary 
108 North Aurora Street Join Us!!! 
Israel Awareness Week 
February 13 • 18 
Featuring: 
., 
Monday February 13 
Yaacov Orland, Israeli Author, Lyricist and Commentor 'Peace in the Midd_le East and 
Cultural Co-existence' Science Bldg. 202 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday February 14 
-
Paul Newman in 'Exodus' Ford Hall Auditorium 7:30 p.m. $1.08; Hillel Affiliates 75c 
Wednesday February 15 
Presentation and Discussion about 'Palestine Propaganda' sponsored'Ly Y.I.P.M.E. 
Science Bldg. 302 7:30 p.m. 
-(Friday February 11 · 
Sabbath Service (led by. former Hillel President Doug Baum) Moller Chapel 6:30 p.m. 
Oneg Shabbat and Israel Slide Show will follow services 
Saturday February :18 
2nd Annual Israel Night Club· Night with MC Peter King of WTKO Crossroads 
9:00 p.m. $1.00 * Felafel, Wine, Music, Raffle drawing (great prizes!)* 
* DON'T FORGET: . . 
-- ·· STOP .BY THE TABLES IN THE .UNION* 
. - . . ' . 
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